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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

REPEAL OBAMACARE NOW!
Replace At a Later Date!
7/01/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Mr. Trump* is not a member of the American Resistance Party. He is a Marxist Republican
and therefore follows their REDISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH mindset.
The American Resistance Party does agree with one statement that Trump* tweeted.
Here's what Mr. Trump* tweeted: "If Republican Senators are unable to pass what they are
working on now, they should immediately REPEAL, and then REPLACE at a later date!"
We couldn't agree with Mr. Trump more! This would fulfill the #1 campaign promise of both
Mr. Trump and the Marxist GOP Congress — to REPEAL OBAMACARE! Plus, instead of getting
caught in the quagmire of trying to "fix" the mess of ObamaCare, Republicans in Congress
could pass a simple one-page REPEAL in July and then present a free-market replacement
later!
REPEAL ObamaCare, then REPLACE it with a free-market answer!
* NOTE: We call him Mr. Trump because his predecessor, Mr. Barry Soetoro (aka BHO, aka Barack Hussein Obama)
was an illegal alien. Mr. Soetoro was born in Kenya to a foreign national. This caused Soetoro to lack the NATURAL
BORN CITIZEN criteria that is necessary to be POTUS. Therefore, until this matter is solved, Trump CANNOT BE A
LEGITIMATE U.S. PRESIDENT.

Sign this petition to urge the above absolute 100% REPEAL OBAMACARE (the Marxist born
mandate). Communist POTUS candidate Bernie Sanders was quoted saying that any attempt
to repeal this Marxist favorite program “should be flushed down the toilet.” All Marxist
Democratic and Marxist GOP leaders in Congress LOVE OBAMACARE. They want it to stay!
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